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A BST R A C T * 
Many collections of structured documents are available on the 
web. The collection generally describes the characteristics of 
entities from a single type, where each page describes one entity. 
These documents are adequate knowledge sources for building 
ontologies. As they benefit from a strong and shared layout, they 
contain less well written text than plain text files but their 
architecture is very meaningful. Classical linguistic-based 
methods for identifying concepts and relations are no longer 
appropriate for analyzing them. The approach we propose in this 
paper exploits various properties of such documents, combining 
layout/formatting analysis and linguistic analysis, and using 
semantic annotation. 
General Terms 
Algorithms, Design, Experimentation. 
K eywords 
Ontology building, ontology enrichment, document structure, 
document layout.. 
1. IN T R O DU C T I O N 
Among the large quantity of documents that can be found in the 
web, some of them are well structured and organized in browsable 
collections, describing the characteristics of entities from a single 
type, where each page describes one entity. In order to make this 
knowledge accessible to a wide audience, filled forms or data 
sheets are often used. These documents have the property to 
present information in a synthetic manner. Their layout plays a 
crucial role for their meaningfulness. Classical methods for 
identifying concepts and relations are no longer appropriate for 
this kind of documents. Current implementations of these methods 
only work when syntactic parsers produce relevant analyses [1,2]. 
Our goal is to take advantage of a document layout and structure 
to get additional clues for knowledge extraction, to improve the 
information extraction process just like Role and Rousse [3] and 

# et al. [4] did it for XML documents. Therefore, we 
propose an approach for building an ontology from a collection of 
structured web documents such as filled forms. It is based on 
prerequisites about the content of the documents in the collection: 
- all documents describe entities of a single domain; 
- each of the documents describes one entity, which is a subset 
or a member of a more general domain concept. 
 
We assume that the document layout is such that: 
- all the documents in the collection exhibit a large degree of 
regularity that may be exploited for transforming them into 
files compliant with a same model (DTD, XML schema). 
- most of the properties are specified in the form of <attribute, 
content> pairs. 
The ontology building process takes place into three main steps: 
(1) pre-processing the document, (2) building a kernel ontology, 
and (3) automatically enriching the kernel with concepts and 
restrictions on relations.  
2. T H E O N T O L O G Y BUI L DIN G PR O C ESS 
A filled form of interest generally describes one entity. It contains 
at least the denomination of this entity (title document section) 
and information about its properties (as a list of fields). Each field 
is composed of an attribute and some content. The domain 
described by the set of documents is formalized with a concept 
termed main concept, and each entity described within each 
document is formalized with a concept termed pivot concept. 
2.1 Document Pre-Processing   
The purpose of this two-stage step is to provide a unified XML 
representation of each document of the collection that will make it 
easier to extract knowledge from each document. Identification of 
lay-out semantic features: an expert analyses the document to 
define the set of typo-dispositional and lexical markers [6] that 
characterize titles, field names and field contents. He then defines 
a set of extracting rules (patterns or XSLT transformations) 
including these markers. Field content segmentation into 
Elementary Text Units (ETUs) which make sense: sentence 
chunking is used to identify different relations or values in a 
single field. We consider as an ETU a chunk delimitated by 
punctuation marks or by lexical markers such as conjunctions or 
and and. To extract them, the expert may use a set of patterns we 
defined in [5] to isolate the different elements of a list.  
2.2 Building a K ernel Ontology 
The expert defines sets of fields according to the type of 
knowledge to be found in each of them (the same field may 
belong to several sets): 
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2.3 Enriching the K ernel Ontology 
The enrichment process requires to define new concepts and to 
add relation restrictions to the ontology. #   the 
following definitions: # is a set of pre-processed documents; &%is 
a field name defined in the document XML schema; '
(
& is the set 
of ETUs extracted from field & in document ()% '
(
 is a set of 
ETUs extracted from document ()% *
+
( is the pivot concept of 
document ()%*
,
 is the main concept of the collection; -
&
% is the 
set of relations held by field &)% ./01% (*
2%
, *
3
% ) is the%hypernymy 
relation between two concepts (*
2%
 is a direct sub-concept of *
3
45 
In the enrichment algorithms, we use the following functions: 
createConcept (*6% 7() creates a new concept *% identified with%
7()%subsumes (*
2%
, *
3
%) is true if *
3
 is a sub-concept of *
2
; build (&, 
(%) creates '
(
& , a list of ETUs from & in (; addLabel (*6%8%) adds 
a new label 8  to an existing concept  *; addRelation 9:%9*
2%
, *
3
 )) 
adds a new relation : between concepts *
2%
and  *
3
; domain (:) 
returns the domain of the relation :; and range (:) returns the 
range of the relation :. 
The following algorithm describes how new concepts are added to 
the ontology: 
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end for each  
One pivot concept is created for each document, which is linked to 
the main concept with the relation is-a. All the terms extracted 
from the fields in !
$%%
are added as labels of this new concept. 
The following principle is used to extract a relation r from 
document (: 
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%
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                                           addRelation(: (*
+
(, *)) %
3. E V A L U A T I O N 
In order to carry out an evaluation of the enrichment process, we 
decided to compare ontologies enriched according to this process 
and manually. The two approaches start from the kernel ontology. 
A random set 20 documents from the botanic encyclopedia 
!#"  has been processed by an ontologist to 
build a reference ontology, which has been compared with the 
result of the automatic enrichment process applied to the same 
kernel ontology and using the same text collection.  
The assessment we made on these 20 documents gives the 
following results: 248 restrictions have been correctly detected, 76 
restrictions have not been found, and 62 restrictions have been 
wrongly detected. We obtain a Recall value of 0.76 and a 
Precision value of 0.8. The most recurring linguistic problem is 
the negation problem, which we do not take into account for the 
time being. 
4. C O N C L USI O N A ND F UR T H E R W O R K 
Our contribution to relation extraction for ontology engineering 
explores some of the gains brought by the use of textual layout, 
and the semantics that it conveys, to identify relations that would 
have been missed by the analysis of the language in text. As a 
further work, we plan to improve the NLP chain to better process 
negations and intervals, by integrating existing work carried out in 
our group [6]. We plan also to evaluate our work on a larger data 
set in the context of the BioNLP challenges. For instance, the 
GRO task$ of the 2013 challenge offers both an ontology and a 
scientific corpus.  
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